Dear Rosary Family,

The Development Office would like to formally thank each and every donor who gave their time, talent, and treasure to Rosary High School this past school year. Unrestricted gifts totaled $332,107.32 which includes the annual appeal, the Royal Raffle, Walkathon, Candlelight Ball, Candle Rose program ads, as well as tuition gap, memorial, corporate match, and stock donations. These donations helped bridge the operating gap between tuition revenue and what it truly costs to operate the school. Because the Diocese of Rockford does not provide any financial support to Rosary High School, every donation is truly a blessing by minimizing the rising cost of tuition.

Rosary was also blessed by wonderful donations to various Restricted funds. Restricted gifts totaled $227,940.84 which includes the tuition assistance fund, named scholarships, and specific program funds. Of special note, the Dempsey Family Scholarship was established by Gerard and Robyn Dempsey with their children, Brent, Austin, Brian and Ashley ('01). In addition, Robert Shiltz gifted a sizeable stock donation which made a tremendous impact on various new programs and technologies within the school. Similarly, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas and Elaine Mulligan invested in a fund for ten years and donated the proceeds after it matured which was applied to the replacement of the school’s windows. And finally, Mr. & Mrs. Richard and Liz Rudow won the Royal Raffle but generously donated the winnings back to Rosary.

It is because of the wonderful support of Rosary’s alumnae, parents, grandparents, and friends that Rosary saw an 18 percent increase in the number of gifts and a 13 percent increase in the number of donors this fiscal year. Due to this generosity and a revision to its parameters for Veritas Society, Rosary is pleased to welcome 116 new members to the Veritas Lifetime Giving Society.

We fully recognize that each donation and donor is a vote of confidence, a commitment to our mission, and ensures Rosary will maintain its excellence. We hope that you will once again choose to make Rosary a part of your charitable giving in the 2016-2017 school year. For your convenience, donations may also be given online at www.rosaryhs.com/donate.

Sincerely,

Adrienne (LeFevre ’94) Gilla
Director of Institutional Advancement

This report is also available online on our website at: www.rosaryhs.com/annualreport
Beads Honored by Governor Bruce Rauner

Our State Champion Swim Team, the Beads, received their championship rings March 2 and were honored by the Governor in Springfield on March 3. They also visited the motherhouse of the Dominican Sisters of Springfield.

Rosary Hosts Live Relevant Radio Broadcast


Lt. Governor Visits Rosary

Lieutenant Governor Evelyn Sanguinetti shared her story with Rosary students and answered their questions in March. The visit was organized by senior class president Elise Haddad.

Math Team Competes at State ICTM Contest

Rosary’s Math Team finished 15th overall in Division 1A in the state competition sponsored by the Illinois Council of Teachers of Mathematics on May 7 at the University of Illinois.

Four Named National Merit Commended Students

Four Rosary seniors—Katherine Rentz, Meera Vyas, Grace Wehner, and Kara Wong—were named commended students in the 61st Annual National Merit Scholarship Program. Only the top two percent of all test-takers achieve this distinction.

WYSE Team Competes at State

Rosary’s WYSE (Worldwide Youth in Science and Engineering) team finished third at regionals and third at sectionals. At State competition in April at the University of Illinois in Champaign, two members placed among the top five in Math and Chemistry.

Ensemble Wins High Marks at IHSA

The Rosary Ensemble earned a Division I Superior Rating at the IHSA Solo and Ensemble Contest March 5 in Joliet.

Band Earns Top Awards at State

The Marmion-Rosary Wind Ensemble received a class AA first division award at the IHSA State Tournament held at Oak Lawn Community High School on April 16. The band received scores of 38, 37.1, 37.0 of 40 possible points.
Musical Beauty & the Beast Delights Audiences

The double casts of Rosary’s fall musical, Beauty and the Beast, performed four shows November 5-8, 2015. The weekend featured a character breakfast and a wine tasting fundraiser.

Catholic School Spirit Show Features Rosary

Rosary was featured on the Catholic School Spirit Show, a radio show and podcast. Host Bill McNamee interviewed students, parents, alumnae, teachers and administration, talking about what makes our school special. The Rosary Ensemble performed, and we had a students vs. parents game show! Listen to the show online at www.catholicschoolspirit.org.

Dominican Way Dedicated to Rosary Sisters

The City of Aurora has dedicated the south entrance to Rosary High School as “Dominican Way” to honor the Dominican Sisters of Springfield, Illinois, who founded Rosary in 1962 and continue to serve the school today. Aurora Alderman Carl Franco and Church Nelson of the Mayor’s Office read the proclamation and remarks from Mayor Weisner at a ceremony September 20. The dedication followed a Memorial Mass held in honor of Sister Mary Joseph Weigand, O.P., founding principal of Rosary High School.

Cross Country Runner Finishes in Top 16 at State

The Royals Cross Country team was regional champions and had seven state qualifiers. Madison Ronzone finished in the top 16 at the State Championship Meet for the second year in a row, and was selected for the all-state team.

Royals Soccer Named GCAC Champions

The Rosary Soccer Team won the GCAC conference championship with a 6-1-0 record.
Beads Named 2015 State Swim Champions
The Rosary Beads are the reigning State Swim Champions, and also brought home four State championship swims: 200 Medley Relay (Athena Ye, Sydney VanOvermeiren, Camryn Streid & Emily Ryan); 200 Free Relay (Athena Ye, Kathryn Mueller, Alexis Yager, and Emily Ryan); Alexis Yager in 200 IM; Athena Ye in the 100 Backstroke.

The Beads went undefeated on the season, winning the Conference Championship and Sectional title. Rosary had a four-year run as State Champions from 2006 through 2009, and finished second at state in 2014.

Track Team Competes at State Meet
The Royals Track team won the Conference Championship and Class 2A Sectional Championship. Seventeen athletes qualified for the State meet. Madison Ronzone finished fourth in the 1600m, and the 4x800 relay team of Shea Vero, Brooke Delahanty, Maria Goheen and Madison Ronzone finished third.

Freshman Finishes in Top 16 at State Tennis
Freshman Maria Goheen was the sectional singles champion and finished in the Top 16 at the IHSA State Tournament.

Royals Volleyball Wins Regionals
Rosary volleyball were regional champions and advanced to sectional finals, finishing in the top 16 teams in the state.

Twelve are NCAA Scholarship Athletes
Twelve Rosary athletes earned NCAA scholarships to pursue their sport at the college level: Taylor Drozdowski (basketball), Sarah Fergus (swimming), Annie Gosselin (swimming), Ries McCue (golf), Emma Molenhouse (softball), Rachel Ping (volleyball), Katie Rentz (swimming), Madison Ronzone (cross country and track), Rachel Szmurlo (volleyball), Katie Thielen (soccer), Ella Wagoner (soccer), and Georgia Young (swimming).
Veritas Society Membership

Veritas is the Latin word for truth, which is the guiding principle behind the mission of Rosary High School.

Veritas Members are the foundation of the Rosary Appeal. Membership is open to all alumnae, individuals, families, and businesses who make an annual gift of $1000 or more to the Rosary Appeal.

Each year, Rosary counts on leadership gifts such as these to provide program enhancements in the areas of technology, faculty enrichment, scholarships, and student activities.

Veritas Society Annual Membership

- Circle of Honor: $25,000+
- Our Lady’s Circle: $10,000 - $24,999
- St. Dominic’s Circle: $5,000 - $9,999
- Visionary Circle: $2,500 - $4,999
- Principal’s Circle: $1,000 - $2,499

Veritas Society Lifetime Membership

(Reflects lifetime generosity)

- Diamond: $500,000 or more
- Ruby: $100,000 - $499,999
- Gold: $50,000 - $99,999

Veritas Society Lifetime Membership

(Retreats lifetime generosity)

Silver: $25,000 - $49,999
Emerald: $10,000 - $24,999

Veritas Life Members are honored with a hand-carved wooden rose and nameplate on the beautiful Veritas Tree in the Rosary High School foyer. In addition, all members receive the following:

- Inclusion in the daily prayers of the Sisters, faculty and students
- An invitation to the annual Veritas Mass and brunch
- Printed recognition in Rosary’s Annual Report

Veritas Society Life Members

RUBY
($100,000 TO $499,999)
Aurora Catholic Education Foundation
Andrea Billhardt
Charles and Melanie Calbeck, Sr.
Gerard and Robyn Dempsey
Howard and Vera Feltes
Paul and Linda Fritz
James and Dorothy Hughes Sr.
Thomas and Elaine Mulligan
Michael and Dorothy O’Brien
Ingrid O’Brien
Martha Schomer
Michael and Mary Smale
Roderick and Margaret (McEnroe ’68) Walker
Arthur J. Wiesbrook

GOLD
($50,000 TO $99,999)
Atlas Wire Corporation
Aurora Illinois Kiwanis Foundation
Richard and Carol Bakala
Richard Bodie, M.D.
John G. and Marge Bryan
Budget Blinds / Douglas Long

SILVER
($25,000 TO $49,999)
Thomas and Marianne Dieter
Diane Fabrizius (’76)
Thomas and Trudy Huberty
David and Carol Hurrle
George and Dianne Kackert
Arnold and Donna Lies, Jr.
John and Julie Loftus
Kenneth and Carole Nagel
Richard and Jean O’Brien
Scott and Elizabeth O’Connor
Larry and Mary Rakunas
Michael and Linda (Deutsch ’69) Roche
William and Ali Schneider
Chuck and Tami Stencel
Jerald and Diane Trannel

Thomas and Susan (O’Brien ’78) Choice
John and Paula (Schiltz ’70) Cibulskis
Peter and JoAnn Daleiden
Jeffrey and Sheridan Ellis
Ron and Mary Pat (Cherwin ’67) Esposito
Leanne Feuerborn
Kevin and Kathleen Gallagher
Manuel and Wanda Garcia
Geneva Construction/The Bryan Family
Jeffrey and Donna Gillen
Frank and Eileen Harbauer
Harris Bank Investments & Trust Department / Ron Tuite
William and Catherine Hart
George and Lynn Havlicek
Robert and Rita Hupp
In the Swim / Laurie Steinys
Stephen and Alexandra Juriga
Robert and Renee Kirtley
Vincent and Shirley Konen
William and Patricia Libert
Thomas and Carole Liske
William and Elizabeth Loftus

Indicates deceased donor
Veritas Society

Veritas Society Life Members

Silver (continued)

Lucent Foundation
Matching Gift Program
Ellen Barnes (’70) and James McGough
Patrick and Marilyn McGowan
Robert and Marcia Novack
Matthew and Suzanne Paradis
Jerry and Jane (O’Brien ’72) Pigatti
Timothy and Kate Reuland
Gary and Mary Ruth Roberts
Bill and Kathleen (Hartnett ’72) Roe
Joseph and Patricia Russ
William and Mary Lou
(Solfisburg ’67) Scanlon
Carol Schalz
Robert and Alberta Schiltz
Jerome and Debra Skurka
Kurt and Mary Steckbeck
Thomas and Karen Stemper
Randall and Margaret Tavierne
Brian and Lisa Tonner
US Tobacco Co. / Brian Charipar
David and Annamarie (Carey ’81) York

EMERALD LEVEL
($10,000 TO $24,999)

Michael and Deanna Ahasic
American Sportswear, Inc./Andy Pasulka
Stephen and Susan Anderson
Jeffrey and Susan Arnold
Michael and Linda Assell
Luis and Vivienne Balcita
William and Marianne Bell
Gerald and Cynthia Benson
Jay and Lori (May ’78) Bergman
Jerome and Charlene Bettag
Fred and Lillian Brummel
John P. Bryan
Paul and Paula Buddy
Edward and Julie Burke
CRW Finishing, Inc. / Charles Calbeck
Patrick and Joanne Callahan
John and Mary Callahan
Elie Chami
Brian and Annemarie Charipar
Carol Cibulsikis
Donald and Karen Collins
David and Erica (Mueller ’86) Cox
Mary Ann (Witt ’82) Curtis
Daleiden Mortuary / Anastasia ’84
and Stephanie ’83 Daleiden
Joseph Della Maria
Federico and Jacalyn
(Weistroffer ’85) d’Escoto
Lisa Mia (Maley ’84) Deufel
Herman Dickes Estate
Paresh and Kathleen Dixit
Edward and Gloria (Casey ’80) Dollinger
Patrick and Mary Dougherty
Jennifer Doyle (’92)
Carlos and Jackie Duarte
C. Damian and Christine Eallonardo
Edward and Colleen Evert
Timothy and Karla (Weber ’72) Feltes
Feltes Sand & Gravel Co./Timothy Feltes
Robert and Sheila
(Hughes ’78) Fitzsimmons
Tom LaForce
Melvin and Amory Frieders
Richard and Kathleen Furgason
Michael and Julie Garofalo
Edward and Patricia Garrity
David and Karen Gay
Eugene and Jeanine Gordon
James and Mary Kevin Griffin
John and Ann (Yunger ’75) Hagemann
Norman and Shirlie Hankes
Kenneth and Carol Hartmann
Kenneth R. and Patricia Hartmann
Spencer and Ann (Cordes ’70) Hastert
Roger and Valerie Hatcher
James and Joanne Heffernan
Donald Heinz Estate
John and Patricia Heneghan
Herff Jones / Elizabeth Elsner
John and Virlyn Herley and Family
Corinne Hettinger
Michael and Margaret Hillstrom
David and Sandy Hipp
The John Hogan Family
Wiseman-Hughes Enterprises, Inc./James Hughes
Rick and Anne (Benoit ’73) Hutter
Kathleen Jack
Richard and Johanette Jones
David and Denise Kallas
The John McKay Family
Kevin M. and Carole King
Mark and Linda Kissel
Michael and Renee (Richard ’83) Kluber
Paul and Anne (Parker ’86) Krause
James and Christine Kukla
Nicholas and Mary Lahey
Keith and Arlene Landberg
Gregory and Virlyn Leitner
Daniel and Linda Leonardi
Thomas and Marily Leuer
Lifetouch / Thomas and Marilyn Leuer
Gerald and Mary Liesen
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Agnes Lochmann
Michael and Kathy Loebach
Roy and Anette Logan
Lumberman’s Wholesale Inc. / Ron Esposito
Jon and Christine (Rutsay ’86) Lundell
James and Dorothy Lynch
Marmion Abbey / Rev. Abbot
Vincent Bataille, O.S.B.
Joseph and Teresa (Miller ’74) Martini
Daniel and Jane (Garvey ’76) Mattoon
Patrick and MaryAnn McNally
Faith Etheredge and John Medernach
Veritas Society

Veritas Society Life Members

Emerald (continued)

Calvin and Ann Miller
Milord Company / Phil Milord
Lisa Mistretta ’76
Joseph and Marilyn Moore III
Michael and Mary Jane
(Feltes ’78) Murphy
Robert and Mary Jane Nagel
Charles and Carol Neidlinger
Joseph and Barbara Neustadt
Dellora A. and Lester J. Norris Foundation / E.W. Butler
Oberweis Foundation/Marie Oberweis
Kevin and Mart O’Connor
Old Second Bancorp of Aurora / Doug Cheatham and Libby (Johnson ’79) Scanlan
Susan (Bakala ’80) Agnew Ostermeier
Pepsico Foundation
Mark and Marjorie Peters
Photocraft Inc. / Thomas Dieter
Joseph and Susan Pircon
James and Denise Power
Richard and Dee Pugliese
Joseph and Helen Ripplinger
River Heights Veterinary Clinic / Stephen Juriga
James and Mary Rudnicki
Tim and Heidi Ryan
Ronald and Susan Saballus
Steve and Mary Sager
Kent and April (Dahlin ’71) Schielke
Thomas and Patricia Schreiber
Bernard Schupbach
Sherry See
William and Joyce Seibold
Mark and Kate (Morrow ’95) Shaw
Michael and Karen Siemer
Mark and Cathy Sorrentino
St. Patrick Catholic Church / Monsignor Steve Knox
Keith and Dorothy Stanley
Thomas and Sharon Streit
Bob and Roberta (Johnson ’76) Stubing
Barrett and Susan Summers
Robert and Dolores Swickert
Donald and Cheryl Thurow
Marvin and Peggy Trepton
UPS Foundation
William and Carolyn Vail
Ryan and Tamara Vero
Paul and Jane Waigand
Audrey B. Walan
Cal and Linda Weber
Lloyd and Sylvia Wegman
Gerald and Phyllis Weistroffer
David and Phyllis Weistroffer
Martin and Barbara White
Dennis and Laura Wollangk
Kenneth and Carol Wood
David and Jeannette Zawacki
James and Mary Zito

Catherine of Siena Society

The Catherine of Siena Society recognizes the generosity and vision of individuals who, through their wills, estates, life insurance, or other means, plan a deferred gift to Rosary High School.

The following people have notified us of their intentions to include Rosary in their will, estate plan, or other planned gift:

Robert and Jane Barkei
Valerie Bednarz (’87)
Andrea Billhardt
Mary Ellen Connolly
Nina Cunningham
Mary Ann (Witt ’82) Curtis
Austin and Melissa (Feltes ’98) Dempsey
Thomas and Marianne Dieter
Jennifer Doyle (’92)
Ed and Colleen Evert
Vera Feltes
Jeffrey and Donna Gillen
David and Carol Hurrle
Louis and Mary LaBuda
Diane (Nagel ’70) Lange
Charles and Sue Lane
William and Patricia Libert III
Gerald and Mary Liesen
Frank and Marianne Miller
Mark and Stacy (Graham ’83) Miller
Tom and Elaine Mulligan
Dorothy O’Brien
Michael Reeves
Gary and Beth Riggle
Bernie Schupbach
Robert and Alberta Schultz
Helmut and Sandra Seifert

Charles and Tami Stencil
Marilee Viola
Arthur Weisbrook
Buzz and Carol Wood
Carol Ann Zaha (’71)
Jennifer (Wagner ’84) Zamecki

We ask you to consider Rosary in your Estate Planning, and welcome the opportunity to work with you and your financial advisors.

Please contact Adrienne Gilla, Director of Institutional Advancement, at (630) 896-0831 x17 for more information.
## Veritas Society Annual Members

### Circle of Honor
($25,000 or more)
- Gerard R. and Robyn Dempsey
- Thomas and Elaine Mulligan
- Robert and Alberta Schiltz

### Our Lady’s Circle
($10,000 - $24,999)
- Robert and Jane Barkei
- Charles and Melanie Calbeck, Sr.
- Vera Feltes
- Jerry and Jane (O’Brien ’72) Pigatti
- Randall and Margaret Tavierne

### St. Dominic’s Circle
($5,000 - $9,999)
- Andrea Billhardt
- Marge Bryan
- Edward and Gloria (Casey ’80) Dollinger
- Geneva Construction Company / The Bryan Family
- The John McKay Family
- Kenneth and Carole Nagel
- Elizabeth (Herren ’76) Rudow
- Tim and Heidi Ryan
- Martha Schomer
- Mark and Kate (Morrow ’95) Shaw
- Michael and Mary Smale

### Visionary Circle
($2,500 - $4,999)
- Peter and Eileen Bakala
- Michael Bryan
- Camp Twin Creeks / Sam Records
- Thomas and Susan (O’Brien ’78) Choice
- David and Erica (Mueller ’86) Cox
- Austin and Melissa (Feltes ’98) Dempsey
- Carlos and Jackie Duarte
- Diane Fabrizius (’76)
- Bahram and Patrice (Leffelman ’90) Ghaderi
- Andy and Adrienne (LeFevre ’94) Gilla
- David and Carol Hurle
- Thomas and Susan C. (Ellis ’73) Kilian
- Travis and Sue Marr
- William and Joyce Seibold
- Charles and Tami Stencil
- Barrett and Susan Summers
- William and Mary Grant
- William and Catherine Hart
- Spencer and Ann (Cordes ’70) Hastert
- William and Louise Healy
- John and Patricia Heneghan
- Brett and Kristin (Kane ’94) Herbison
- Thomas and Trudy Huberty
- Rita Hupp
- Jeffrey and Jean Hutchison
- IBM Corporation
- Kathleen Jack
- Thomas and Rose Jassoy
- Josephine Johnson
- Katherine Della Maria (’96)
- and William Johnson
- John and Julie (Lies ’76) Keilty
- Alden and Betty Kilian
- Kevin M. and Carole King
- Gene and Virginia Kluber
- Andrew and Mary Klug
- Jerry and Zoe (Konen ’80) Knudtson
- Anna Catherine Koehler (’95)
- Rom and Jennifer Kosla
- Robert and Patricia Krohn
- Erik and Sheila (Trannel ’04) Larson
- Thomas and Marilyn Leuer
- Gerald J. Liesen
- William and Elizabeth Loftus
- Rick and Beth Loria
- Francis and Catherine (Nickels ’66) Lubinski
- Joseph and Debra Marovich
- Anthony and Sheri Mazzocchi, II
- Terrence and Andrea McGuire
- Carol McPheters
- Faith Etheredge and John Medernach
- Timothy and Tracey Michel
- Midwest Orthopaedic Institute / Steve and Michele Glasgow
- Stephen H. and Tracy Miller
- Lisa Mistretta ’76
Veritas Society

Pillars Circle (continued)

Robert and Marcia Novack
William and Karri Novack
Scott and Elizabeth O’Connor
Old Second Bancorp of Aurora / Doug Cheatham and Libby (Johnson ’79) Scanlan
Matthew P. and Suzanne Paradis
Stanley and Barbara Peck
Mark and Margorie Peters
Robert and Theresa Peters
Binh and Vi Pho
Michael Reeves
Timothy and Kate Reuland
Joseph and Helen Rippinger
Gary and Mary Ruth Roberts
Michael and Linda (Deutsch ’69) Roche
Kent and April (Dahlin ’71) Schielke
Serenity Packaging Corporation / Charles Stencel
Servant Financial, Ltd. / John Heneghan
Michael and Nancy Shares
Catherine Siemer (’04)
Michael and Karen Siemer
Maureen (Flynn ’78) Skerda
John and Sarah (Feltes ’74) Stride
Brian and Julie Swindle
Richard and Rebecca (Corzine ’71) Tarr
Gerald and Susan (Theisen)
Brian and Lisa Tonner
Jerald and Diane Trannel
Scott and Karen (Brummel ’72) Wade
Audrey B. Walan
Roderick and Margaret (McEnroe ’68) Walker
Stephanie S. Wallace
Jeff and Carrie Walter
Andrew and Madelyn (Freid ’95) Weed
David and Ruth Wenzel
White Eagle Auto Body / Mark Bank
Steven L. and Julie Zimmerman
Mary Jo Zoghby

Rosary Annual Appeal (Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2016)

Principal’s Society
($500 - $999)
Douglas and Jacqueline Adkins
Robert and Laura Allen
Christine Sobek and Paul Anderson
Darrel and Julie Bancroft
Michael Barton
Todd and Kelly Bavery
Ann Brady (’08)
Andrew and Brenda (Nagel ’86) Cano
Tom Casey
Lott Coleman and Mary Tornabene-Coleman
Dale Carnegie / Holly Francis
Brian and Margaret Dudgeon
Dana and Lorene (Fabrizius ’74) Eckberg
Richard and Cynthia Felbinger
First Centennial Mortgage Corp. / Steven McCormick
Richard and Kristen Ford
Gelber Foundation
Eugene and Jeanine Gordon
Jim Herbison
Timothy and Linda Higgs
Eric and Sarah (Kolb ’89) Hoving
Huntington Learning Center / Carter Risdon
Interiors for Business / Peter Molenhouse
David and Suzanne Kolb
Maria Kuhn
James and Christine Kukla
Kevin and Nadia Kull
Jon and Christine (Rutsay ’86) Lundell
Mark and Sheila (Higgins ’75) MacKenzie
Mark Macur
Management Etcetera / Stephanie Wallace
Marmion Academy / Anthony Tinerella
Timothy and Jeanne McLean
Craig and Sherry Melby
David and Debra Meyer
Scott and Cynthia (Crow ’70) Miller
Lou Anne (Geist ’71) Miller
Ian and Laurie (Miller ’81) McNeill
Joseph and Marilyn Moore, III
Craig and Lisa Morgan
MPS Loria Financial Planners, LLC / Rick Loria
Robert G. Novack
Richard and Jean O’Brien
Kevin and Mart O’Connor
Restoration Technics
River Heights Veterinary Clinic / Stephen Juriga
Terry and Kerry Shay
Glenn and Shantel Shimkus
Edward and Caroline Sieben
Michaek and Kathryn (Funkey ’94) Skoglund
Eric and Michele (Weber ’83) Smith
Sprig Catering / Elizabeth Chaidez (’95)
St. Anne Society
St. Charles Plastic Surgery / Patrice (Leffelman ’90) Ghaderi
State Street Jewelers / Martha (Arbizzani ’74) Sanchez
Thomas and Karen Stemper
James and Sally Studlo
Maureen (Zilly ’98) Tracy
Bradley and Cathy (Kackert ’83) Unruh
Edward and Maureen VanScoit
Marilee Viola
Michael and Mary Ann Wangler
Leon and Nancy Weistroffer
Scott and Mary Beth Wright
Robert and Cindy Ybarra

Blue & White Society
($100 - $499)
2N1 Media LLC / Maureen Juhas
Susan (Bakala ’80) Agnew Ostermeier
Alarm Detection Systems/Ed Bonifas

Rosary Annual Appeal (Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2016)
Rosary Annual Appeal 2015-16 (Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2016)

American Sportswear, Inc./Andy Pasulka
Margaret (Fox ’76) Arndt
Aurora Junior Woman’s Club/ Janice Kinch
Aurora Turners Club/Thomas Bozonelos
Joan Avis
Kimberly (Trudo ’89) Bahr
Luis and Vivienne Balcita
William and Ruthann Barbel
Jesika Barmanbek (’13)
Carrie Barriga
Delia Nila Basile
Jennifer (Hartmann ’85) Bauknecht
Louis and Anne Beccavin
Teresa (Johnson ’71) Beck
Kelly (Streit ’87) Becker
Lee Ann (Schmit ’75) Bender
Jennifer (Lane ’86) Bennett
Patricia Berkhour
Kenneth and Judy Bill
Robert and Mary Blasing
Blessed Sacrament Church/ Reverend Max Lasrado
Anne (O’Brien ’71) Boehne
Christine Boylan (’04)
Michael and Eileen Boylan
Kara (Rakunas ’96) Boyle
Edwin and Nancy Brenski
Kimberly (Buddy ’85) Bretz
Lillian Brummel
William and Linda Brummel
Brummel IRRV Support Trust #10 / Karen Wade
Buck Services Inc,
Eugene Buldak
David and Teresa Burdelak
Ruben O. and Rose Campos
William and Tami Carlson
Thomas and Kathryn Cawley
Jay and Kathy (Kluber ’86) Cherwin
Chestnut Mountain
Chicago Community Trust
City of Aurora / Robert O’Connor
Annika Clementi (’11)
Christopher and Jean (Tremaine ’74) Clementz
Lisa Coffey (’86)
Donald and Karen Collins
Mary Ellen Connolly
CrossFit Sugar Grove / Rebecca Martin
Mary Elizabeth Currie (’85)
Mary Ann (Witt ’82) Curtis
Bridget Daly (’11)
Caitlin Daly (’09)
Jeff and Vicki Danklefsen
Jason and Katherine Davis
Jeffrey and Darla DeCore
David and Mary DeGaetano
David and Deborah Di Iorio
Cecelia Dollinger
John and Noreen Dollinger
Ryan Marie (Wiet ’04) Doornbos
Sara Dreishmire
Michael and Tamara DuVall
Richard F. and Katherine Duy
David and Jana Dykstra
Eaglebrook Country Club / Margaret O’Donnell
Verlyn B. and Beverly Erickson
Joan Etheredge
Edward and Colleen Evert
Exelon Corporation,
Matching Gifts Coordinator
Fairview Dental / Gary L. Ahasic,
Michelle Bruno, Laurence Sexton, Brian Tonner
Martin and Penny Falcon
Kathryn A. Farrell
Andrew and Rita Feuerborn
Filotto Professional Services / Robert Filotto
Nancy Finnerty
First Community Financial Bank
James and Carol Fischer
James and Jeanne (Wehling ’68) Fitzpatrick
Flynn & O’Hara Uniform Co. / Joanne Hartsgough
Michael and Judith Frigo
Ken and Michelle Fritz
Paul and Linda Fritz
Caitlin Fry (’09)
Richard and Kathleen Furgason
Sandra Galindo (’93)
Velia (Mary) Ojeda and F. Rene Garcia
Edward and Pat Garritty
Robin (Hartmann ’86) Gayford
James and Germaine Gembeck
Timothy and Valerie Gierhart
Kathleen (Zilly ’88) Gilmore
GolfTec
Nicholas and Carolyn Gordon
Meg Gorecki (’85)
Troy and Madeline Gower
Katelyn Groom (’13)
Joseph and Kimberly Groom
Steve and Mary Lou (Cibulskis ’83) Grzenia
Daniel and Margaret Gurbal
Michael D. and Michele Haddad
Richard and Deborah Hall-Reppen
Rachel Hamsmith (’05)
Frank and Eileen Harbauer
Lary and Jean Hawkins
Thomas G. and Laurie Hayes
Christopher and Whitney (Werich ’97) Heard
Dan and Dorothy Heckle
John and Shelley Hedley
Heitkotter, Inc. / Martha Schomer
Joyce Helander
Doug and Tamera Hengesbaugh
T.J. and Terri Hiles
Steven and Kim Hill
James and Carol Hirner
Rosary Annual Appeal

Blue & White Society (continued)
Thomas and Mary E. (Fraser ’68) Hodson
Holy Cross Church / Reverend James Parker
James and Donna (Fabrizius ’81) Homan
Jeremiah and Elaine Hurley
Dianne (Lenert ’77) Hurrell
Darryl and Donna Hymel
Michael and Margaret (Reynolds ’92) Isaacson
Ann (Poidomani ’84) Iwatsuki
Janco Supply Co. / Mike Weiland
Paul and Donna Jeschke
Edwin and Mary (Ingraham ’68) Kackert
Jerome and Janice Kalita
Stephanie (Lies ’67) Kartheiser
Michael and Patricia (Bryan ’80) Kimutis
Rex and Anne (Readey ’76) King
Matt and Kim Klausner
Leslie Kofron
Andrew and Anne Kolb
Vincent and Shirley Konen
Konen Insurance Agency Inc. / Brian Konen
Andrew and Mary Ann Konovodoff
Randy and Bonnie Kopp
Tim and Cathryn (Tina) Krull
Theodore and Suzanne Kabala
Mary Lou Kunold
Lagunitas Brewing Company
Marieke Lahey (’02)
Jeff and Beth (Roberts ’72) Lang
John and Laurie Larsen
Le Creuset Outlet Store / Jim Walsh
Howard and Nancy (Meggesin ’69) Lemcke
Donna Lies
Lifetouch / Thomas Leuer
Lite Construction / Jim Campbell
Peter and Cheri Lo Destro
Lisa (Weistroffer ’94) Lynd
Robert and Katherine (Bryan ’76) Madden
Marian Memories / Kevin and Jean Goheen
Marmion Academy / Dan Heckle
Marmion Academy Mothers Club
Inge Martin
Massage Envy / Denise Kallas
Patricia A. (Nickels ’68) Mauk
Jerry and Pat May
Joyce (Rowe ’72) May
Paul and Cynthia Mayer
Albert D. McCoy
John and Erin (Mulligan ’91) McFarlane
Michael and Nancy (Hart ’81) McLaughlin
Harry and Marilyn (Casey ’82) McSteen
Mark Mehrer and Denise Hodges
Donna Metzler
Michels Plumbing Inc.
Steve and Carolyn (Miller ’80) Miller
Gary and Carey Miller
Jerome and Jane Miller
Robert and Ann Miller
MK Linens / Marsha Kelly
Sue Mladenik
Moves Dance Studio
David and Talitha Mueller
Helmut and Catherine Mueller
Krista Mulready
Donald and Marguerite Murphy
Brandi Myers (’93)
Daniel and Cindy (Marsh ’66) Nagis
Nancy Shares Photography
Naperville Hilton
Annie Nardone (’94)
Barbara Neustadt
Stephen and Joanne (Lupo ’67) Newton
Gerard and Ellen Nick
Dennis and Susan Nickels
Ross and Jill (Rakunas ’91) Niemi
Nina L. O’Connor (’67)
Irving and Mary Ochsenschlager
Orchard Valley Golf Course
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church / Reverend Hugh Fullmer
Parce Rum / Jim Powers
Vanessa VanBogart and Curtis Pardridge
Vanessa Pardridge
Louis and Eileen Parker
Bill and Julia (Feuerborn ’84) Parkhurst
John and Georgiana Pasulka
Erik and Anna Pettyjohn
Catherine Pezanoski
Simon and Suzanne Pickard
Robert and Catherine (Rice ’71) Platt
Anne Porter (’85)
Steven Powers
Jeff and Pam Purcell
Thomas and Catherine (Dougherty ’95) Purl
Robert and Ashley (Grahovec ’04) Pyne
Michael and Kristi Rankin
Bob and Rose Rebenstorf
Reuland Food Service / Brigit Reuland
Sarah (Lee ’94) Reynolds
Kevin and Gertrude (McLean ’72) Rigney
Patrick and Patricia (Proctor ’81) Roberts
Thomas and Pamela Rogers
Ronald and Denise Rubio
Laura (Feltes ’93) Rudow
Margaret Ryan
Steven and Denise Sagerian
Frank and Shelley (Reding ’70) Saltijeral
Anthony (Todd) and Kathleen Savarese
Doug Cheatham and Elizabeth “Libby” (Johnson ’79) Scanlan-Cheatham
William and Mary Louise (Solfisburg ’67) Scanlon
Rosary Annual Appeal

Blue & White Society (continued)
William and Robin Schalz
Craig and Gretchen (Feuerborn ’93) Scheel
Elmer and Michele Schelling
Andrea Schindlbeck (’91)
Sandra Schuler
David and Meghan (Dermott ’00) Schwartz
Selden Fox, Ltd. / Sharon Gregor
Dale and Jeannie (Shreffler ’71) Shatters
Nicole (Kuntz ’99) Shaver
Charles and Joanne (Georgacopoulos ’91) Sleezer
Speers, Reuland & Cibulskis, P.C.
Mark and Mary Spoden
St. Anne Catholic Church / Reverend John Ouper
St. Charles Park District / Laura (Feltes ’93) Rudow
St. John Neumann Catholic Church / Reverend David Peck
St. Joseph Church / Reverend Jerome Leake
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church / Reverend Robert Jones
St. Mary Church / Reverend Timothy Piasecki
Dorothy J. Stanfield
Bruce and Margaret (Ewen ’81) Steinberg
Mark and Cynthia Stephenitch
Donald and Adriana Streicher
Thomas and Sharon Streit
Anne Tengler
Zack Tentinger
The Observer / Penny Wiegert
The Turf Room / Parker Grabowski
Gregory Julie Thomas
Amanda (Braun ’93) Thorne
Donald and Cheryl Thurow
Maryon Tilley
Brian and Sara Tork
Tranquility Spa / Melissa Miner
Karen Tringali (’66)
Jeffry and Cynthia Tyler
United Auto Body, Inc. / Ramiro Perez
Tomas and Cindy Valaitis
Richard and Nora VanHam
Scott and Beth (Petersohn ’75) Vickers
Jennifer Vitale
Linda Weber
Ronald and Mary Weirich
Stephen Wennmacher
Westwood Shores
James and Karen (Bill ’81) Wollwert
Kenneth and Carol Wood
Christopher and Connie Woodford
Henry and Sharon (Tarr ’69) Worley
William and Mary Wren
Scott and Janet Wulbert
John and Pamela Wulf
Mei Chen and Zhuan Ye
Dale and Jennifer (Wagner ’84) Zamecki
Zanies Comedy Night Club
Vincent A. Zerante

Friend of Rosary Society (Up to $99)
Michael and Deanna Ahasic
Jan Alabastrio
Amazon Smile Foundation
John and Catherine Anderson
Anonymous
Arlington International Racecourse
Therese Armstead
Racquel Balcita (’00)
Sr. Colette Barker, O.P.
Dulcinea Mia Basile (’03)
Julie Bauman
Mark and Joanne Bernhard
Edward and Kathleen Bertels
Steve and Karen Biagini
Al and Laura Biancalana
Michael and Kathleen (Scanlan ’71) Bielmeier
Michael and Colleen Bila
Edward and Virginia Bojan
Terry and Ellen (Roberts ’76) Bolton
William and Maureen Borges
Scott and Mary Brandon
John and Jane Brennan
Tom and Kathy (Bill ’82) Brent
Thomas and Delores Brooks
Kathleen Callahan (’95)
Thomas Capella
John and Amy Casey
Mary P. Casey
Timothy and Cynthia Casey
Chick-Fil-A
Richard and Ami Chignoli
Chignoli Auto Sales, Inc.
Richard and Jean Cibulskis
Albert and Mary (Gilbert ’70) Cinto
Jennifer Clark (’09)
Thomas and Marianne Clarke
Peter and Toni Clementz
Cocoon
Sarah (Kleb ’95) Collyer
William and Mary Lee Conley
Bernard J. and Mary T. Conlon
Sr. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P. (’70)
Pamela (Buddy ’82) D’Ambrosio
Lauren (Ryba ’00) Davides
Frank and Elizabeth DeGaetano
Ryan and Katie Delahanty
Catherine (King ’01) Detrick
Sr. Rebecca Ann Gemma, O.P.
Patrick and Mary Dougherty
William and Janine Dunn
John and Charlene (Bolly ’70) Dwyer
Katherine Elsner
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Friend of Rosary Society (continued)

Frank and Carol (Duffy ’73) Evans
James and Wendy Feeley
Lou Anne Feltes (’81)
Marcia Fitzgerald
Fox Valley Park District
Jeffrey and Michele (Pereklita ’93) Franklin
Terrance and Mary Ann Frantzen
Joe Fraser
Michael and Madonna Gale
Martha Gass (’82)
Geneva Running Outfitters
Janelle Gorg (’95)
Eugene and Sue Griffin
James and Cathie Griffin
James and Sue Gulas
Mia Gutsell
Thomas and Bonnie Hagerty
Tamara (Queenan ’85) Hambrook
Keith and Janet Harms
John and Susan Harrison
Eugene Heriaud
Jack and Diane Hienton
David and Sandy Hipp
Ray and Christina (Loebach ’95) Horn
Judith Hushaw
Mark and Mary Huth
Robert Kathryn Ingraham
Doug and Julie Jeppesen
Ann Kane
Dean and Pila Kane
James and Helen Kelly
Roderick and Michele Kelly
Kelly LoDestro Global Relations, LTD./Michele Kelly
Sr. Geraldine Kemper, O.P.
Robert and Veronica Kennedy
Samantha (Farrell ’89) Kettermann
Marjorie Kiley
David and Stephanie (Johns ’74) Konsler
Christine Kromelov
Julie (Johnson ’95) Lambert
Sr. Katrina Lamkin, O.P.
Robert and Mary Lou Larson
James and Amy Laughead
Michael and Susan Lee
Glen and Cathleen Letourneau
Dan and Mary (Anderson ’99) Love
Stephen and Jamie Malato
Brad and Brandi (McClintic ’95) Markovic
Marmion Academy / Rev. Charles Reichenbacher, OSB
Debbie Marso
Ed Marso
Sam and Sueane Martin
Thomas and Mary Maurovich
Kevin McCalib
Sr. Bernadette Marie McGuire, O.P.
Gregory and Gloria Medernach
Taylor (Kofron ’06) Meszaros
Cal and Anne Miller
James and Elaine Miller
Robert and Kathleen Miller
Joseph and Pamela Moore
Sean and Kristine (Miller ’02) Mullins
Alex and Linda Murvey
James and Mary Catherine (Higgins ’69) Murphy
Museum of Science & Industry
Charles and Carol Neidlinger
Robert and Mary O’Connor
Panera -- Chicago Bread
Paramount Arts Center
Elizabeth Petrick (’03)
Gregory Pyle
Ray and Diane Poss
Prisco’s / Rob Prisco
Pam Probst
Raging Waves Water Park
Edward Rechner
Robin and Bonnie (Currie ’80) Reder
Joseph and Jennifer Rentz
Peggy Robinson
Emily Rogers (’05)
Teresa Rohde
Joseph and Laura (Pedi ’84) Ruddy
Anthony and Bonnie Rukas
Nicholas and Darla Sakellariou
Michelle Salerno (’84)
James Sanders
Gerald and Rosemary Schindbeck
Jay and Gretchen Schuette
Dave and Katherine Scriven-Young
Brian and Margery (Duffy ’83) Shinners
Ronald and Valerie Slewitzke
Alex and Jaime (Bowen ’95) Spaeth
Nicole Sponsler
Annmarie Stanley (‘07)
G. Peter and Carole Stare
Sr. Theodora Stremlau, O.P.
Sandra L. Touros
Mark Trembacki
Kathleen (Hawking ’69) Truemper
Virgil and Mary Veach
Janet Viano
Frank and Charlotte Voris
Josh and Rhonda Wade
Keith and Margaret Warning
Kim and Carole Warpinski
Dawn Weber (’86)
Wells Fargo Foundation, Matching Gift Coordinator
Stephanie Wennmacher (’97)
Adam and Lynda Werner
Jane (Duffy ’68) Wolf
Nicholas Zacchea
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Alumnae Donations By Class

1966
Catherine (Nicks) Lubinski
Cindy (Marsh) Nagis
Karen Tringali

1967
Mary Pat (Cherwin) Esposito
Stephanie (Lies) Kartheiser
Joanne (Lupo) Newton
Nina O’Connor
Mary Louise (Solfisburg) Scanlon

1968
Jeanne (Wehlering) Fitzpatrick
Mary E. (Fraser) Hodson
Mary (Ingraham) Kackert
Patricia (Nicks) Mauk
Margaret (McEnroe) Walker
Jane (Duffy) Wolf

1969
Nancy (Meggesin) Lemcke
Mary Catherine (Higgins) Murphy
Linda (Deutsch) Roche
Kathleen (Hawking) Truemper
Sharon (Tarr) Worley

1970
Mary (Gilbert) Cinto
St. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P.
Charlene (Bolly) Dwyer
Ann (Cordes) Hastert
Cynthia (Crow) Miller
Shelley (Reding) Saltijeral

1971
Teresa (Johnson) Beck
Kathleen (Scanlan) Bielmeier
Anne (O’Brien) Boehne
Theresa (Kilian) Bowen
Lou Ann (Geist) Miller
Catherine (Rice) Platt
April (Dahlin) Schielke
Jeannie (Scheffler) Shatters
Rebecca (Corzine) Tarr

1972
Beth (Roberts) Lang
Joyce (Rowe) May
Jane (O’Brien) Pigatti
Gertrude (McLean) Rigney
Karen (Brummel) Wade

1973
Carol (Duffy) Evans
Susan (Ellis) Kilian

1974
Jean (Tremaine) Clementz
Lorene (Fabrizius) Eckberg
Stephanie (Jobs) Konsler
Martha (Arbizzani) Sanchez
Sarah (Feltess) Stride

1975
Lee Ann (Schmidt) Bender
Patricia Garrity
Kathryn (Casey) Jarecki
Sheila (Higgins) MacKenzie
Beth (Petersohn) Vickers

1976
Margaret (Fox) Arndt
Kathleen (Novack) Benoit
Ellen (Roberts) Bolton
Diane Fabrizius
Julie (Lies) Keilty
Anne (Ready) King
Katherine (Bryan) Madden
Lisa Mistretta
Elizabeth (Herren) Rudow

1977
Dianne (Lenert) Hurrell

1978
Lori (May) Bergman
Susan (O’Brien) Choice
Maureen (Flynn) Skerda

1979
Libby (Johnson) Scanlan-Cheatham

1980
Susan (Bakala) Agnew Ostermeier
Gloria (Casey) Dollinger
Patricia (Bryan) Kimutis
Zoe (Konen) Knudtson
Carolyn (Miller) Miller
Bonnie (Currie) Reder

1981
Lou Ann Feltes
Donna (Fabrizius) Homan
Nancy (Hart) McLaughlin
Laurie Miller-McNeill
Patricia (Proctor) Roberts
Margaret (Ewen) Steinberg
Karen (Bill) Wollwert

1982
Kathy (Bill) Brent
Mary Ann (Witt) Curtis
Pamela (Buddy) D’Ambrosio
Martha Gass
Lee Ann McKay
Marilyn (Casey) McSteen

1983
Mary Lou (Gibulskis) Grzenia
Raelyn (McKay) Miller
Margery (Duffy) Shinners
Michele (Weber) Smith
Cathy (Kackert) Unruh

1984
Lisa Mia (Maley) Deulfel
Ann (Poidomani) Iwatsuki
Julia (Feuerborn) Parkhurst
Laura (Pedi) Rudy
Michelle Salerno
Jennifer (Wagner) Zamecki

1985
Jennifer (Hartmann) Bauknecht
Kimberly (Buddy) Bretz
Mary Elizabeth Currie
Meg Gorecki
Tamar (Queenan) Hambrook
Anne Porter
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Alumnae Donations By Class

1986
Jennifer (Lane) Bennett
Brenda (Nagel) Cano
Kathy (Kluber) Cherwin
Lisa Coffey
Erica (Mueller) Cox
Robin (Hartmann) Gayford
Christine (Rutsay) Lundell
Dawn Weber

1987
Kelly (Streit) Becker

1988
Kathleen (Zilly) Gilmore

1989
Kimberly (Trudo) Bahr
Joanne (Johnson) Diederich
Sara (Kolb) Hoying
Samantha (Farrell) Ketterman

1990
Patrice (Leffelman) Ghaderi

1991
Erin (Mulligan) McFarlane
Jill (Rakunas) Niemi
Andrea Schindlbeck
Joanne (Georgacopoulos) Sleezer

1992
Jennifer Doyle
Margaret (Reynolds) Isaacson

1993
Michele (Pereklita) Franklin
Sandra Galindo
Brandi Myers
Laura (Feltes) Rudow
Gretchen (Feuerborn) Scheel
Amanda (Braun) Thorne

1994
Adrienne (LaFevre) Gilla
Kristen (Kane) Herbison
Lisa (Weistroffer) Lynd
Annie Nardone
Sarah (Lee) Reynolds
Kathryn (Funkey) Skoglund

1995
Kathleen Callahan
Elizabeth Chaidez
Sarah (Kleb) Collyer
Janelle Gorg
Christina (Loebach) Horn
Anna Catherine Koehler
Julie (Johnson) Lambert
Brandi (McClintic) Markovic
Catherine (Dougherty) Purl
Kate (Morrow) Shaw
Jaime (Bowen) Spaeth
Madelyn (Freid) Weed

1996
Kara (Rakunas) Boyle
Katherine Della Maria

1997
Whitney (Werich) Heard
Stephanie Wennmacher

1998
Melissa (Feltes) Dempsey
Maureen (Zilly) Tracy

1999
Mary (Anderson) Love
Nicole (Kuntz) Shaver

2000
Racquel Balcita
Lauren (Ryba) Davides
Meghann (Dermott) Schwartz

2001
Catherine (King) Detrick
Stacy (Trannel) Devine

2002
Marieke Lahey
Kristine (Miller) Mullins

2003
Dulcina Mia Basile
Elizabeth Petrick

2004
Christine Boylan
Ryan Marie (Wiet) Doornbos
Sheila (Trannel) Larson
Ashley (Grahovec) Pyne
Catherine Siemer

2005
Rachel Hamsmith
Emily Rogers

2006
Taylor (Kofron) Mezaros

2007
Annmarie Stanley

2008
Ann Brady

2009
Jennifer Clark
Caitlin Daly
Caitlin Fry

2010
Erin Kofron

2011
Annika Clementi
Bridget Daly

2013
Jesika Barmenbek
Katelyn Groom
Memorials

In Loving Memory of…

Sr. Mary Dominica Brennan
Diane Fabrizius (’76)
Thomas and Mary E. (Fraser ’68)
Hodson

Lillian Brummel
Marge Bryan
Patrick and Mary Dougherty
Diane Fabrizius (’76)
David and Sandy Hipp
Robert and Marcia Novack
Rosary High School Parents Auxiliary

Richard Casey
Susan (Bakala ’8) Agnew Ostermeier
Jan Alabastrio
Therese Armstead
Joan Avis
Richard and Carol Bakala
Steve and Karen Biagini
Edward and Virginia Bojan
William and Maureen Borges
Scott and Mary Brandon
Thomas Capella
John and Amy Casey
Mary P. Casey
Tom Casey
Thomas and Kathryn Cawley
Chicago Community Trust
Richard and Ami Chignoli
Chignoli Auto Sales, Inc.
William and Mary Lee Conley
Cecelia Dollinger
Edward and Gloria (Casey ’80) Dollinger
John and Noreen Dollinger
David and Jana Dykstra
James and Wendy Feeney
Lou Anne Feltes (’81)

Filotto Professional Services
First Community Financial Bank
Marcia Fitzgerald
Paul and Linda Fritz
Michael and Madonna Gale
Eugene and Jeanine Gordon
Eugene and Sue Griffin
James and Cathie Griffin
James and Sue Gulas
John and Susan Harrison
Jack and Diane Hienton
Mark and Mary Huth
Paul and Donna Jeschke
Dean and Pila Kane
Michael and Patricia (Bryan ’80) Kimutis
Kevin and Nadia Kull
Robert and Mary Lou Larson
Michael and Susan Lee
Tom and Marilyn Leuer
Debbie Marso
Ed Marso
Sam and Sueane Martin
Harry and Marilyn (Casey ’82) McSteen
Cal and Anne Miller
James and Elaine Miller
Alex and Linday Murfey
James and Mary C. (Higgins ’69) Murphy
Gregory Peyla
Ray and Diane Poss
Pam Probst
Edward Rechner
Peggy Robinson
Nicholas and Darla Sakellariou
Jay and Gretchen Schuette
Dorothy J. Stanfield
Anne Tengler
Sandra L. Touro
Jeffry and Cynthia Tyler
Janet Viano

Beth Vickers
Frank and Charlotte Voris
Keith and Margaret Warning
Kim and Carol Warpinski
William and Mary Wren

Mary Jane Currie
Julie Jeppesen
Alden & Betty Kilian

Eugenia Lennert
Robert and Kathryn Ingraham

Vera Feltes
Robert and Barbara Blasing
Ellen (Roberts ’76) Bolton
Thomas and Delores Brooks
Marge Bryan
Ann Kane
Alden and Betty Kilian
Jeff and Beth (Roberts ’72) Lang
Gary and Mary Ruth Roberts
Linda Weber
Kenneth and Carol Wood

Arnold Lies
Donna Lies

Lorraine McKnight
Kathy (Scanlan ’71) Bielmeier

Ryan James
Margaret Ryan

Alice Ries
John and Catherine Anderson

Susan Theisen
Gerald Theisen
Rosary Appeal

Memorials

Ann M. Tornabene
Anonymous
Richard and Jean Cibulskis
Mary Tornabene-Coleman
Bernard and Mary Conlon
Kathryn Farrell
Thomas and Bonnie Hagerty
Judith Hushaw
Majorie Kiley
Stephen and Jamie Malato
Thomas and Mary Maurovich
Kevin and Lauren McCalib
Robert and Marcia Novack
Robert and Mary O’Connor
Tim and Kate Reuland
Virgil and Mary Veach

Sr. Mary Joseph Weigand
Richard and Carol Bakala
Teresa Beck
John and Theresa (Kilian ’71) Bowen

Honorariums

Class of 2016
Michael Reeves

Erin Kofron (’10)
Leslie Kofron

Mary Lou Kunold
Mark Trembacki

Taylor (Kofron ’06) Meszaros
Leslie Kofron

Michael- and Dorothy+ O’Brien
Anne (O’Brien ’71) Boehne

Rose Rebenstorf
Catherine (King ’01) Detrick

Sr. Patricia Burke, O.P.
Laurie Miller- McNeill ’81

Gifts In Kind

Budget Blinds
Douglas Long

Follett Software Company
Jerry Perez

Heitkotter, Inc.
Martha Shoemer

Geneva Construction Company
John P. Bryan
David and Suzanne Kolb
Craig and Sherry Melby
Mary Powers

VanBogaert Excavating
and Enterprises, Inc.
Rosary High School is currently looking for new scholarship benefactors. Scholarships are one meaningful way to give back and can be started to memorialize a loved one, provide financial assistance from a particular school, or honor students who excel in academics or activities.

Start a New Scholarship

Scholarships can be funded through donations or stock over any designated time period. The terms of the scholarship are determined by the benefactor.

For more information, call Adrienne Gilla, Director of Institutional Advancement, at (630) 896-0831 x17.
Sponsors

Candlelight Ball 2016 Advertisers, Donors and Sponsors

2N1 Media LLC
Alarm Detection Systems
   – Edward Bonifas
Anonymous
Arlington International Racecourse
Peter and Eileen Bakala
Michael Barton
Joseph and Brenda Beltz
Jay and Lori (May ’78) Bergman
Michael and Kara Bryan
Buck Services, Inc.
Camp Twin Creeks – Sam Records
Dale Carnegie Leadership Camps
   – Holly Francis
Timothy and Cynthia Casey
Chestnut Mountain
Chick-Fil-A
City of Aurora – Robert O’Connor
Cocoon
CrossFit Sugar Grove – Rebecca Martin
Austin and Melissa (Feltes ’98) Dempsey
   – Batavia Enterprises Real Estate, LLC
Dominican Sisters of Springfield
Carlos and Jackie Duarte
Eaglebrook Country Club
   – Margaret O’Donnell
Kevin and Deborah Ellis
Ron and Mary Pat
   (Cherwin ’67) Esposito
John and Joanne (Johnson ’89) Diederich
Diane Fabrizius ’76
Fairview Dental – Gary Ahasic, Michelle Bruno, Laurence Sexton, Brian Tonner
First Centennial Mortgage Corporation
   – Steve McCormick
Fox Valley Park District
Flynn & O’Hara Uniform Company
   – Joanne Hartsough
Daniel and Dana Gauthier Family
Geneva Running Outfitters

Andy and Adrienne (LeFevre ’94) Gilla
GolfTech
William and Mary Graft
Heitkotter, Inc.
Joyce Helander
Jim Herbison
James and Donna (Fabrizius ’81) Homan
Huntington Learning Center
   – Carter Risdon
Jeff and Jean Hutchison
Interiors for Business – Peter Molenhouse
Margaret (Reynolds ’92) Isaacson
Tom and Rose Jassoy
Julie (Lies ’76) Keilty
Sr. Geraldine Kemper, O.P.
Lagunitas Brewing Company
St. Katrina Lamkin, O.P.
James and Amy Laughead
Le Creuset Outlet Store – Jim Walsch
Marian Memories – Kevin Goheen
Marmion Abbey and Academy
Travis and Sue Marr
Massage Envy – Denise Kallas
Anthony and Sheri Mazzocchi
Ian McNeill and Laurie (Miller ’81) Miller-McNeill
Midwest Orthopaedic Institute
   – Steve Glasgow
Stephen and Tracy Miller
MK Linens – Marsha Kelly
Sue Mladenik
Moves Dance Studio
MPS Loria Financial Planners, LLC
   – Rick Loria

David and Talitha Mueller
Krista Mulready
Museum of Science & Industry
Nancy Shares Photography
   – Michael and Nancy Shares
Naperville Hilton
William and Karri Novack
Richard and Jean O’Brien
Kevin and Mart O’Connor
Old Second Bancorp of Aurora
   – Doug Cheatham and Libby (Johnson ’79) Scanlan
Orchard Valley Golf Course
Panera – Chicago Bread
Paramount Arts Center
Parce Rum – Jim Powers
Erik and Anna Pettyjohn
Prisco’s – Rob Prisco
Raging Waves Water Park
Reuland Food Service – Ryan Reuland and Brigit Reuland (’94)
Tim and Kate Reuland
River Heights Veterinary Clinic
   – Stephen Juriga
Mike and Linda (Deutsch ’69) Roche
Rosary Athletic Department
Rosary Fine Arts Boosters
Rosary Sports Boosters
Servant Financial, Ltd. – John Heneghan
Terry and Kerry Shay
Glenn and Shantel Shimkus
Elizabeth Chaidex (’95) – Sprig Catering
St. Charles Park District
   – Laura (Feltes ’93) Rudow
Candlelight Ball
St. Charles Plastic Surgery – Patrice (Leffelman ’90) Ghaderi
State Street Jewelers – Martha Sanchez
Donald and Adriana Streicher
Zack Tentinger
Gregory and Julie Thomas
The Turf Room
Transquility Spa – Melissa Miner
United Auto Body, Inc. – Ramiro Perez and Leticia Morales-Perez
Stephanie Wallace
Andrew and Madelyn (Freid ’95) Weed
David and Ruth Wenzel
Westwood Shores
White Eagle Auto Body – Mark and Wendy Bank
Scott and Janet Wulbert
Zanies Comedy Night Club

2016 Alumnae 5K Run/Walk Sponsors
Gold Medal Donors
Edward & Colleen Evert

Gold Medal In-Kind Gifts
American Sportswear, Andy Pasulka

Silver Medal Donors
K. Hovnanian Homes, Andrew Konovodoff
Konen Insurance, Brian Konen

Silver Medal In-Kind Gifts
Rosary Sports Boosters, Mary Lou Kunold

Bronze Medal Donors
Buchar Family Chiropractic

Bronze Medal In-Kind Gifts & Services
Paul L. Buddy Plumbing & Heating
Cadence Health
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
Jake’s Bagels & Deli
Rush-Copley
Target
Wendy’s
Woodman’s Markets

Candle Rose Ad Book Sponsors
Aurora Turners Club – Thomas Bozonelos
Blessed Sacrament Church – Fr. Max Lasrado
Jason and Katherine Davis
First Centennial Mortgage Corporation – Steve McCormick
Velia Maria (Mary) Ojeda and F. Rene Garcia
Steve and Kim Hill
Holy Cross Church – Fr. James Parker
Janco Supply Company – Mike Weiland
Konen Insurance Agency, Inc. – Brian Konen
Lifetouch – Thomas Leuer
Lite Construction – Jim Campbell
Michels Plumbing Inc.
Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church – Fr. Hugh Fullmer
Selden Fox, Ltd. – Sharon Gregor
Speers, Reuland & Cibulskis, P.C.
St. Anne Catholic Church – Fr. John Ouper
St. John Neumann Catholic Church – Fr. David Peck
St. Joseph Catholic Church – Fr. Jerome Leake
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church – Fr. Robert Jones
St. Mary Catholic Church – Fr. Timothy Piasecki
The Observer – Penny Wiegert
Jennifer Vitale
Steven and Julie Zimmerman
Many companies sponsor matching gift programs that increase the impact of your donation. Matching gifts are a wonderful and easy way to double or even triple your donated dollars.

Our website has an easy-to-use tool that provides the names of more than 16,000 companies that offer matching gift programs.

Find the tool at www.rosaryhs.com/donate to see if your company offers a matching gift policy and follow the links to obtain the application. Thank you for taking this extra step to help support Rosary High School.

The companies listed below have matched their employee’s donation to Rosary:

**Gelber Foundation**
Michael and Mary Ann Wangler

**IBM Corporation**
David and Erica (Mueller ’86) Cox

**New York Life**
Thomas and Rose Jassoy

**Wells Fargo Foundation**
Timothy and Tracey Michel
Tamara (Queenan ’85) Hambrook

Rosary is in the midst of a three-phase program called **Operation: Communication** to raise funds to help stay ahead of the technology curve and continue to provide students with cutting edge technology tools and state of the art communication between teachers, parents, alumnae, and the community.

The Dunham Fund believes in our mission and has pledged a matching grant for our first phase: new communication software. Once we raise $22,000, they will match it for an additional $22,000. The second phase ($68,000) will boost our wi-fi capabilities to enhance our 1:1 iPad program. Finally, the third phase ($10,000) will upgrade our phone systems.

To contribute online, visit www.rosaryhs.com/dunham.

The following donors have contributed to Rosary’s **Operation: Communication** and their donations will be matched by the Dunham Fund.

**Dunham Foundation**
Anne O’Brien Boehne
Jay and Trisha Bottarini
Michael Reeves
David and Suzanne Kolb
John and Patricia Heneghan

Erik and and Anna Pettyjohn
William and Elizabeth Loftus
Charles and Tami Stencel
The John McKay Family
Peter and Cheri Lo Destro
Kevin and Deborah Ellis
Thomas and Susan Choice
Stephen and Tracy Miller
Michele Kelly

The following donors have contributed to Rosary’s **Operation: Communication** and their donations will be matched by the Dunham Fund.

**Dunham Foundation**
Anne O’Brien Boehne
Jay and Trisha Bottarini
Michael Reeves
David and Suzanne Kolb
John and Patricia Heneghan

Erik and and Anna Pettyjohn
William and Elizabeth Loftus
Charles and Tami Stencel
The John McKay Family
Peter and Cheri Lo Destro
Kevin and Deborah Ellis
Thomas and Susan Choice
Stephen and Tracy Miller
Michele Kelly
Boards and Committees

Board of Directors

Springfield Dominican Sisters

MEMBER BOARD

Sr. Rebecca Ann Gemma, O.P.
Sr. Barbara Blesse, O.P.
Sr. Kathleen Cour, O.P.
Sr. Kathleen Gallagher, O.P.
Sr. Kathlyn Mulcahy, O.P.

PLANT COMMITTEE

Andrew Konovodoff (Chair)
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P.
Thomas Jassoy
Scott Wade

ADVANCEMENT/MARKETING

Austin Dempsey (Chair)
Susan Arnold
Peter Bakala
Julie Bauman
Doug Cheatham
Vicki Danklefsen
Sandra Galindo
Adrienne Gilla
Sr. Geraldine Kemper, O.P.
Stephen Miller
Teresa Rosa-Jackson
Madelyn Weed

MISSION INTEGRATION

Diane Fabrizius, M.D. (Chair)
Sr. Barbara Blesse, O.P.
Deborah Ellis
St. Jean Patrice Schingel, O.P.
Sr. Mary Jo Sobieck, O.P.
Jamie Visser

SELECTION/EVALUATION OF DIRECTORS

Deborah Ellis (Chair)
Sr. Barbara Blesse, O.P.
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P.
Thomas Choice
Sr. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P.
Sr. Bernadette Marie McGuire, O.P.

SELECTION/EVALUATION OF PRESIDENT/PRINCIPAL

Thomas Choice (Chair)
Sr. Barbara Blesse, O.P.
Doug Cheatham
Sr. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P.
Austin Dempsey
Sr. Bernadette Marie McGuire, O.P.

TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

Lori Bergman (Chair)
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P.
Shelley Hedley
Sr. Katrina Lamkin, O.P.
Michael Shares

Auxiliary Officers

ALUMNAE BOARD

Laura Rudow ’93, President
Tannia Acevedo ’01, Vice-President
Ann Edwards ’70, Treasurer
Melissa Reinbold ’94, Secretary
Sandra Galindo ’93, Director
Sr. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P., ’70, Faculty
Colleen Evert, Emeritus Faculty

FINE ARTS BOOSTERS

Kathy Gilmore, Co-President
Beth Stephens, Co-President
Christopher Wantuch, Vice-President
Debbie James, Secretary
Jeff Danklefsen, Treasurer

PARENTS’ AUXILIARY

Janet Wulbert, President
Maureen VanScoit, Vice-President
Joanne Phipps, Secretary
Karri Novack, Treasurer
Kathryn Jarecki, Past President

SPORTS BOOSTERS

Greg Popovich, President
Michele Smith, Vice-President
Brenda McCue, Secretary
Jay Bottarini, Treasurer

STUDENT COUNCIL

Meera Vyas, President
Sonja Popovich, Vice-President
Kara Wong, Secretary
Tiffany Hamling, Treasurer

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Thomas Choice, Board Chair
Susan Arnold
Peter Bakala
Lori (May ’78) Bergman
Sr. Barbara Blesse, O.P.
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P. (Principal)
Marge Bryan
Doug Cheatham
Austin Dempsey
Deborah Ellis
Diane Fabrizius, M.D. (’76)
John Heneghan
Thomas Jassoy
Michele Kelly
Andrew Konovodoff
Stephen Miller
Teresa Rosa-Jackson
St. Jean Patrice Schingel, O.P.
Michael Shares
Sr. Mary Jo Sobieck, O.P.
Madelyn Freid ’95 Weed

Secretary of Board
Sr. Catherine Mary Currie, O.P. (’70)

Assistant Principal
Sr. Katrina Lamkin, O.P.

Board Committees

FINANCE

John Heneghan (Chair)
Jay Bottarini
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P.
Marge Bryan
Thomas Choice
Cindy Ybarra

Technology Committee

Lori Bergman (Chair)
Sr. Ann Brummel, O.P.
Shelley Hedley
Sr. Katrina Lamkin, O.P.
Michael Shares

Fine Arts Boosters

Kathy Gilmore, Co-President
Beth Stephens, Co-President
Christopher Wantuch, Vice-President
Debbie James, Secretary
Jeff Danklefsen, Treasurer

Parents’ Auxiliary

Janet Wulbert, President
Maureen VanScoit, Vice-President
Joanne Phipps, Secretary
Karri Novack, Treasurer
Kathryn Jarecki, Past President

Sports Boosters

Greg Popovich, President
Michele Smith, Vice-President
Brenda McCue, Secretary
Jay Bottarini, Treasurer

Student Council

Meera Vyas, President
Sonja Popovich, Vice-President
Kara Wong, Secretary
Tiffany Hamling, Treasurer
Parents: If your daughter no longer lives at home, please forward her new address to Rosary High School or encourage her to update her profile at www.rosaryhs.com